Abstract. The paper dissects space information system composition. The paper discusses the effect of air defense forces operation supported by space information from four aspects of enhancing battlefield situational awareness, improving operational command effectiveness, achieving precise fire oppugning and supporting quick reaction maneuver. The paper brings forward three modes of hierarchical support mode, full-dimensional support mode and direct support mode during air defense forces operation supported by space information.
Introduction
Air defense forces operation supported by space information is a realistic problem we have under the background of the evolution of combat power in information conditions. Air defense forces operation supported by space information is contained in system operation based on information system, and the former is a particular style of the latter.
In recent local wars, military applications of space information support system are from initial strategic decisions to campaign and tactics information support under the information condition, from single reconnaissance to full-dimensional information support of battlefield elements. Space information support system is increasing its function and expanding application areas. It has a significant influence on operation type, war form, army building, and application of the arm equipment. After 50 years of construction and development, space information support system has the ability of space information acquiring, information transmission, navigation and orientation. The military effect of space information support system is increasingly apparent, and it may provide important support for air defense forces operation.
The Composition of Space Information Support System
The space information support system is composed of entity layer, function layer and action layer. The entity layer mainly includes space information acquire system, time and space reference system, space information transmission system and space information resource management system. The support function layer mainly includes information acquire function, information process function and information transmission. The action layer mainly includes support action of imaging reconnaissance, electronic reconnaissance, missiles early warning, geodetic mapping, ocean surveillance, meteorological observation, navigation and orientation, communication transmission and tracking relay.
The composition framework of space information support system is shown in Figure 1 . Space information acquire system obtains all kinds of real-time information by instruments on the satellites. Space information acquire system is mainly divided into reconnaissance satellites system, surveillance satellites system, early warning satellites system, mapping satellites system and weather satellites system according to the function. Space information transmission system is the communication network composed of communication satellites, tracking and relay satellites, and transmission link. Space information resource management system is service support system of information accept, process, distribution and data access on the ground. 
The Effects of Space Information Support
The fundamental purpose of space information support is enhancing combat forces' abilities of collecting intelligence, command and control, precise striking and fast reaction. According to air defense forces operation characteristics we discuss the effect of air defense forces operation supported by space information from four aspects of enhancing battlefield situational awareness, improving operational command effectiveness, achieving precise fire oppugning and supporting quick reaction maneuver.
Enhance Battlefield Situational Awareness
Battlefield situational awareness is that air defense forces in battlefield make use of all kinds of surveillance instruments to grasp the situation of the enemy, us, friendly neighbor, and battlefield environment information of terrain, clime and hydrology. Battlefield situational awareness is the base of operation action. The advantage of battlefield situational awareness may show the one-way transparent battlefield. Space information support system deploys the antenna of battlefield situational awareness in space, assumes the main task of acquiring information. Space information support system composed of reconnaissance, mapping, weather and surveillance satellites, adopting optics, infrared, electron and radar reconnaissance technology, with various reconnaissance fashions of multi-star formation, maneuver orbital transfer, census and detailed investigation, has all-weather, high resolution, real time reconnaissance abilities. The space information support system can accurately and reliably acquire all kinds of intelligence information, real time situational awareness information, provide macroscopic and microcosmic battlefield situation picture, enhance the diaphaneity of battlefield, improve the real time and accuracy of battlefield situation information which is grasped by air defense forces commanders, and insure air defense forces commanders and command department to judge situation rapidly, grasp the chance accurately, and make decision scientifically.
The effects of space information support system on battlefield situational awareness are as follows.
a) Execute battlefield geography mapping, hydrology and meteorology observation, important strategic and campaign objects reconnaissance, and construct the digitization battlefield environment of air defense forces. b) Monitor large-scale ocean area, discover and judge marine threat targets. c) Accept battlefield weather information, and provide reliable weather support for operation action.
d) Scout and monitor striking objects, evaluate striking effects, monitor enemy missiles launching and early warn them.
Improve Operational Command Effectiveness
Command and control system is the core of air defense forces operation system, and it is the key to the formation of combat power. Constructing integrative and flat command and control platform enhances air defense forces operational command effectiveness by space information support system. The effects of space information support system on operational command and control are as follows. a) Fuse operation system: it contributes to air defense forces grasping real time battlefield situation, enemy maneuver and own action; it integrates air defense forces warfighters and weapons platform, integrates reconnaissance system, weapons system, information support system and command and control system, constructs the unified and efficient combat system, creates comprehensive information superiority for air defense forces, and achieves precise, quick, and efficient command control. b) Optimize the command process: fuse, process and distribute information which is acquired from land, sea, air, sky, electromagnetic and other multi-dimensional space, realizes close hinge of intelligence reconnaissance, early warning detecting, command and control, communication support, air defense forces weapons platform and air defense forces, and insures integrated command system and reliable and efficient command process. c) Promote autonomic synergy: air defense forces commanders at all levels and warfighters can see the same picture on the computer screen with the help of space information support system, achieve autonomic adaptive battlefield, self-correcting bias, autonomic recombination forces and autonomic stochastic coordination, and this may insure the command system working harmoniously and provide powerful support for autonomic synergy command under system operation.
Achieve Precise Fire Oppugning
Space information support system may combine space information with air defense weapons platform, provide sufficient early warning and precision guide for air defense forces weaponry, and exercise due or better striking efficiency. Air defense forces units may select the more critical node and achieve striking task by the more accurate fashion and the more efficient consuming supported by space information. The effects of space information support system on precise fire oppugning are as follows. a) Improve objects information quality, and make it possible to strike high-speed maneuvering targets. b) Achieve the cooperative combat of air defense forces weapons system and single equipment. c) Acquire intelligence reconnaissance information real time or near real time, update target information instantly, support dynamic change of battle plan, and strike incoming targets better. d) Provide real time, continuous and high precision navigation and orientation information for high dynamic battlefield targets, and enhance striking precision. e) Acquire striking effect information, afford damage judgment, and provide reference for follow-up striking decision.
Support Fast Reaction and Fast Maneuver
Fast reaction and battlefield maneuver can seize opportunities in the air defense forces combat. As navigation and orientation information, weather observation information and geodetic mapping information of space information are widely used, air defense forces may accurately orientate maneuver path, change maneuver path in time or select appropriate area to maneuver according to weather observation data, and significantly enhance their mobility.
The effects of space information support system on fast reaction and fast maneuver are as follows.
a) The fusion and verification of multiple reconnaissance platforms information of space information support system may provide high-precision battlefield information for air defense forces fast reaction and maneuver. b) Surveillance platform monitors real time enemy air raid objects, and this may provide the newest changes of operation objects for fast reaction and maneuver, and achieve tracking and monitoring objects. c) Communication platform may transfer in time battlefield situation information for fast reaction and maneuver, and insure the real-time effectiveness of battlefield information.
The Modes of Space Information Support
The modes of space information support are standardized description of the interface of space information and air defense forces combat units, information interaction, and information flow. According to the connection of space information and air defense forces combat units, and the acquiring fashion of space information, with the current space information system development situation, the modes of air defense forces operation supported by space information may divided into hierarchical support mode, full-dimensional support mode and direct support mode.
Hierarchical support mode and full-dimensional support mode are constructed aiming at the requirement of command nodes in all levels to space information in tree and network command system, and the minimized technical requirements of information distribution and communication support. Direct support mode is brought forward in consideration of the limitation of information distribution and communication support in the short term, and the strong timeliness requirement of space information supporting air defense forces. As the developing of information distribution, communication support and other technologies, or from other perspectives, different modes of space information support may be constructed.
Hierarchical Support Mode
Hierarchical support mode divides the application of space information into strategic, campaign and tactical hierarchies, and constitutes homologous equipment system, command control system and information support system at different levels. The basic procedure of hierarchical support mode is as follows. Theatre air defense operation command and control center distributes information to theatre services intelligence processing center and air defense operation tactic command and control center, and support s its objects description and distinguish. Air defense operation tactic command and control center sends the information about the fight against the target to air defense forces fire units command and control equipment. Air defense forces fire units command and control equipment sorts and allocates the targets, and then sends objects information to fire striking units. At the same time, convert the feedback information of objects reconnaissance intelligence requirement from subordinates to superiors, until theatre air defense operation command and control center to reconnaissance surveillance orders, navigation and orientation orders, weather mapping orders and other orders, and then transfer them to space information support system.
The information procedure of hierarchical support mode is shown in Figure 2 .
Full-dimensional Support Mode
Full-dimensional support mode makes full use of the efficiency of all kinds of information systems on the land and sea, in the sky and space, and command and control communication system at strategic, campaign and tactic hierarchies, and provides all-dimensional better quality information support. The basic procedure of full-dimensional support mode is as follows. Theatre air defense operation command and control center directly sends processed information to command and control centers at all levels, directly supports air defense operation tactic command and control center and air defense forces fire units command and control equipment, until directly supports air defense forces fire striking units, and forms an integrated information network that connects all levels of command and control systems. At the same time, convert the feedback information of objects reconnaissance intelligence requirement from subordinates to theatre air defense operation command and control center to reconnaissance surveillance orders, navigation and orientation orders, weather mapping orders and other orders, and then transfer them to space information support system.
The information procedure of full-dimensional support mode is shown in Figure 3 . 
Direct Support Mode
Direct support mode includes three aspects: firstly, it emphasizes connecting space information in strategic sources to air defense forces operation system, especially combat cells, until fire cells, relative to the hierarchy distinguish of strategic support mode and tactical support mode; secondly, it emphasizes direct servicing first-line combat units with information, not passing it from superior to subordinate level, relative to current multi-level and not flat air defense forces operation command and control system; thirdly, air defense forces operation system may need to explore new avenues, and to constitute the relatively independent information support system and the corresponding command information system, relative to air defense operation command information system.
Direct support mode may have two fashions: on the one hand, connect space information to air defense forces units by direct support equipment; on the other hand, connect space information to air defense forces units by adopting star processing technology.
The information procedure of direct support mode is shown in Figure 4 . 
Summary
The paper discusses the effect of air defense forces operation supported by space information from four aspects of enhancing battlefield situational awareness, improving operational command effectiveness, achieving precise fire oppugning and supporting quick reaction maneuver. And the paper brings forward three support modes during air defense forces operation supported by space information, and these may provide important support for the theoretical research and practice of air defense forces.
